A THRILLING AFRICAN ADVENTURE:
THE NEWEST ALEXA WILLIAMS SUSPENSE NOVEL RELEASES TODAY
MECHANICSBURG, PA (FEBRUARY 16, 2021) – In Sherry
Knowlton’s Dead on the Delta, the fifth novel in the popular Alexa
Williams suspense series, readers are taken on a hair-raising journey to Botswana. The main character, kick-ass lawyer Alexa Williams, is about to spend four months conducting lion research in
the African bush with her boyfriend, Reese. She is looking forward
to witnessing the elemental life and death struggle of the wild but
never imagines that she will become one of the hunted on the remote Okavango Delta. In the latest Alexa Williams suspense novel,
Alexa tangles with elephant poachers and conservation politics on
the African continent.
Published by Milford House, an Imprint of Sunbury Press, Inc.,
Dead on the Delta is now available in print and Kindle editions.
The novel can be purchased at most on-line retailers and
bookstores including Sunbury Press, Amazon and Barnes and Noble.
In all of her novels, Knowlton uses fiction as a platform to shed light on current social and environmental issues
while drawing upon her real-life experiences. Dedicated to thoroughly researching each book, Knowlton often
travels great distances to study her subject matter.
“Dead on the Delta was inspired by many safaris I have taken with my family and close friends over the years,”
said Knowlton. “To write this book, my husband and I spent a month in Botswana. While in Africa, I
interviewed several wildlife researchers and conservation experts to gain a better understanding of poaching
issues and efforts to preserve endangered species in the area. As this book demonstrates, I hold a special place
in my heart for the people and animals of Africa.”
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What reviewers are saying about Dead on the Delta and the Alexa Williams suspense series:
“Every page of Dead on the Delta radiates Knowlton’s love and knowledge of this unique part of our planet and
highlights its potential for disaster. Knowlton’s suspenseful book sets the beauty of the Okavango against the
dangers that lurk there.” – Michael Stanley, author of the Detective Kubu series, also set in Botswana
“Dead on the Delta is a gripping new adventure for Alexa Williams. Set against the backdrop of Botswana’s
Okavango Delta, Alexa faces brutal poachers and a frightening conspiracy that reaches all the way to the top of
Botswana’s elite. The situation comes to a head in a terrifying confrontation that requires all of Alexa’s strength
as she fights for her own survival. A satisfying read set in a gorgeous landscape.” – Michael Niemann, award
winning author of the Valentin Vermeulen thrillers
“A well-balanced and intelligent thriller…Suspense and thriller fiction fans have plenty to look forward to with
Dead on the Delta.”- Independent Book Review
★★★★ “full of action, adventure, politics, and, of course, animals” – Manhattan Book Review
★★★★★ “great cast of characters and a fantastic female lead. Now I want to read the other books in the
Alexa Williams series.” – San Francisco Book Review
About Dead on the Delta
Visit https://www.sherryknowlton.com/deadonthedeltamediakit.
About Sherry Knowlton Books
For more information about Sherry and reviews of the popular Alexa Williams suspense series (Dead of
Autumn, Dead of Summer, Dead of Spring, Dead of Winter and Dead on the Delta), visit
www.sherryknowlton.com. Follow Sherry on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
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Milford House is the primary fiction imprint for Sunbury Press, Inc., the trade publisher in Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania. Milford House publishes murder mystery, police-procedural, historical, espionage, western,
crime, dystopian, young-adult, and sports fiction in trade paperback, hardcover, and digital formats. Milford
House's books are sold through leading booksellers worldwide. Learn more
at http://www.milfordhousepress.com.
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